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THE FLORENCE HELLER GRADUATE smOOL FOR ADVA.~CED STUDIES IN SOCIAL I'lELFARE 

BRANDEIS UNIVERSl'l'Y' 
Na:ltham, lIass. 02154 

TESTIMONY'OF DR.DAVlD G. GIL, BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY 

!; 
Hearings on "Research Into Violent Behavior" before the Subcommittee 
on Domestic and International Scientific Planning, Analysis, and 
Cooperation (DISPAC) of the Committee on Science and Technology, 
U.S. HQPse of Representatives. February l~; ~978. 

',,\ 

I'lr. Chairman, Members of 'the Subcommittee: Thank you for 
inViting roe. to testify before you.. r~y naTJle is David Gil. I al'! 
professor of social policy at thE) lIeUer Graduate School, Branceis 
University, ~'Ialtham; lllass. 

In your invi t~t'~~~ YOll ~sked me to:' (1) summarize past 
research I conducted on domestic violence; (2) describe my current 
work, including ,the. C:;onnection bet:l~een sociotal violence and house
hold violence;. (3) comment on major problems I see in government 
policy concerning resenrch in this area; and (4) suggest ways, in 
which to amll'lJ,orate these deficiencies. -My comments will address 
these four points. .' 

i .• , 

1. Past Research: Violence Ar,ainst Children 

In the late sixties, at the request of the Children's Bureau, 
U.S. Department of HEW, I undertook a series of nation-wide studies 
on physical 9-buse .of . children', These studies were the firSt 
systematic investigation of this destructive phenomenon on a natiDn
\1ide scale .. Pindings. and recommendations were published in my book 
Violence Against Cltildren (Harvard University Press'1970)-; I 
discussed·tne,findings in testimony. before the·Subcomnlittee'on 
Children an~. Youth, Committee'on Labor and Public Welfare of the 
U.S. Senat,e ,on' March 26, 1973,' Briefly, these' findings were that 
violent beha¥ior towards children daes nat result.merely from psycho
logical dist;urbru:Ices, -of pel'petl'llotors as is'' often assumed. Rather, 
it is a multi-dimension~l·phenoll\enon lIooted in'.·the complex fabric of· 
our society ,and cul tUrD •.• The following, wer·e identified as· the -roOts 
of child abuse in our society: 
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oUr social philosophy and values \~hich place material 
and economic development before hunltlll development, 
and which cause our institutions to treat humans as 
means or "factors" towarc! material and (lconomic growth 
rather than as ends and masters of material and economic 
processes; 

our failure to define the rights of children. unambigubusly 
as humans entitled to free and full development. to 
pursuit of life, liberty, and happinens. and to all 
the protections guarrulteed by the U.S. Constitution, 
including the inviolability of one's body and soul; 

our cultural sanction. and even encouragement, to use 
physical force and r.orporal punishment in child-rearing 
in the home, in schools, and in various child care 
settings; (the U.S. Suprema Court reinforced this 
cultural sanction last year); 

our historic acceptance of force and violence as proper 
means for dealing with conflicts on interpersonal, 
inter-group, and international levels, and our 
fascination with, and subtle glorification of, 
violent acts and aggressive behavior; 

mUltiple strains, stresses and frustrations in our 
everyday life, especially at our lVorkplaces, due 
largely to competitive and hierarchical social 
dynamics, and to successes and failures within that 
context. Many related phenomena with which "hild 
abuse is associated, such as unemployment, poverty, 
discrimination, physical and mental ill-health, 
addictions, crime, etc. are all manifestations 
of this context. 

2. Current Work: Societal Violence and Household Violence 

The search for approaches to overcome dowestic violence at 
its roots has ied me in recent years into a systema~ic exploration 
of linkages among social values, social policies, societal institutions 
and violence; As a result of these studies r came to view violence 
as acts and conditions which obstruct the spontaneous unfolding of 
innate human potential, the inherent human drive toward development 
and self-actualization. Such acts and conditions occur on inter
personal, institutional, and societal levels. On the interpersonal 
level, individuals may act violently toward one another using physical 

27-090 0 - 7B - 7 
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and psychological means. Thoy may' also establish conditions which 
deprive, exploit, and oppress others, and .consequently obstruct 
their development. On the institutional level, organizations such 
as schools, hospitals. \,.elfare agencies, and business enterprises, 
may through their policies and.practices disregard developmental , 
requhements of people and subject them consequently to conditions which 
inhibit the unfolding of their potential. Such policies and p"actices 
may be intention!l;!' :01' by default. Finally, on the s,ocietal level, . 
legitima1;e institu'tional patterns' and dynamics may result in pove'tty" 
discrimination. unemployment, illness, etc., which inevitably inhibit 
the development of some individuals and groups. 

To distinguish collective from personal violence, I refer 
to conditions. and acts obstructing development ,,-hich originate on 
institutional and· soc:ietal levels as "structural violence./I ' 
Structural violence is usually a "normal," ongoing condition inherent 
in socially sanctioned practices, whereas p'ersonal violence involves 
usually acts which transcend formal, SOCial sanctions. Personal and 
structural violence should not be viewed as separate phenomena, 
however. Rather, they should be understood as symptoms of the same 
social context, i.e., the same values, institut:i.ons, consciousness, 
and dynatlics. Personal and structural Violence always interact 
with and reinforce one anotllcr. Personal violence is usually "reactive 
Violence" rooted in structural Violence, since experiences Iqhich obstruct 
a porson's devclopme!!t wi.U often result in stress and frustration, and in 
an urge to retaliate by inflicting violence on others. Structural 
violence thus tends to breed reactive violence on the personal level, 
leading to chain reactions with successive victims becoming agents of 
violence. Chains of violent behavior and attitudes on the personal 
level will, in turn. feed ,back into collective attitudes which rein-
force structural violence. 

Families as Agents and Arenas of Violence 

Fatlilies are agents of biologica1 and social rep,J:"oductioD. 
Another important task of families is to restore emotional st.ability 
when their members experience psychological strains in formal settings 
of everyday life. 

Social reproduction refers to processes through which children 
are preparEld'for adulthootl;· When personar,violenca and structural 
violence are normal aspects I;)f adult life' in a sociflty, fa'1ilies 
along ,dtb: athel' agents· of socialiMtion,·such·· as schools, rcad~l)g 
materials, TV, and radio, .will'teach thes~· tendencies and cai?~cities 
to children through "normal" child rearing'and'socialization practices, 
which include games, sports, cognitive learning, emotiol1al milieu 
and relations, rewards, punishments, etc. 

i 
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Restoration of emotional stability emerged as a necessary 
family function when people encountered emotionally unsettling 
experiences outside their homes, at places of work and in other formal 
settings of mass-societies, where l1umans are usually treated in an 
impersonal, dehumanizing, alienating manner. Families are now 
expected to compensate their members for these emotionally taxing 
experiences. They have become balance wheels or lightening rods for 
the stresses and strains of everyday life, normative settings for 
uninhibited discharge of feelings of hurt, insult, frustration, 
anger, and reactive violence, feelings which originate mostly outside 
the family, but can usually not be discharged at their places of 
origin. People tend to express and act out these feelings at home, 
rather than at their places of work or in other formal settings for 
several reasons. first, families are informal settings suited to 
emotional exchanges among members. Next, societ)' in general, and 
law enforcement authorities in particular, tend to refrain from 
involvement in family tensions and conflicts. Risks of punitive 
sanctions are, therefore, limited. Finally. people tend to spend 
more time with their families than in formal settings, and time 
spent with the f3mily tends to be IdSS structured. 

Propositions Linking Violence and Families 

The discussion, so far, has led to the following related, 
general propositions: 

1. Violence is human-originated conditions and actions 
which obstruct human developcent throughout the life cycle. 

2. Violence, as understood here, may be a result of societal 
dynamics--"structural violence," of acts of individuals--"personal 
violence, II and of interactions betl~een societal and individulll 
dynamics. 

3. Human development tends to be obstructed when inherent 
biological, psychological, and social needs are frustratetl ol"over
satiated beyond a level of tQlerance. (That level of tolerance 
varies among individuals and groups). 

4. Whether, and to what extent, human needs are met in a 
particular society depends on its socia.1 policies concerning resource
management, work, production, and rights-distribution, and on the 
values and consciousness, which shape and are recreated by these 
policier.. These policies and values determine the quality of life 
and of human relations in societies, and, hence, the scope and limits 
of human development and self-actualization. 
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5. When a society"s normal institutional processes consistently 
frustrate Ill.unan· needs and; c6nsequentlr, obstruct humiln development, 
~nergy thus blocked by "structural violence." will· often erupt as 
reactive, personal violence among individuals and groups. 

6. Individuals will frequently discharge violent feelings 
and impulses in the informal setting of their families, rather than 
in more formal societal .:;ettings where these feelings often originate. 

7. Families nill often endure discharges of displaced, personal 
violence f:t;om their members, as they are now settings for restoring 
the emotional balance of individuals who encounter·tmsettling exper
iences a\~ay from home, in the normal course of every-day life. 

8. Personal Violence discharged Nithin families will often 
set in motion chain reactions of violence·within and beyond families. 

9. Families Serve as unwitting agents of structural violence 
in societies in ~Jhich personal violence and submission to structural 
violence are n~rmal 3$p~cts of life. In such societies, frunilies 
tend to stress hierarchical patterns, irrational, arbitrary authority, 
diSCipline, and punishment including corporal punishment--patterns 
and practices which transmit to children attitudes and capac:lties 
they will require as adults· in societies permeated with structural 
Violence. 

It follows from these propositions, that if violence is to be 
overcome in a society and its fa~ilies, obstructions to the unfolding 
of human pot<;lntial need to be eliminated, and the institutional order 
needs to be transformed into,a non~violent one in which all people can 
freely meet .their intrinsic biological, social, and psychological needs, 
and which is, therefore, conducive to hwnan self-actualization. 

[.fany contempornr}'. societies are, regrettably permeated with 
structural Violence, and so is the existing international order. 
Since my experiences and studies of these issues are limited largely 
to the United States, I will· examine here structural obstructions to 
human development in our cou~~ry. To prevent misunderstandings, 
however, I hnsten to note, that structural and personal violence 
are and have been prevalent in many societies whose institutional 
orders are similar to, and different from, that of. the United States. 

Structural Violence in 1;he,Uni1;ed Stlltes: An Institutional Analysis 

To understa~d·the scope for' human development, and the dynrunics 
of structural violence obstructing that scope, in particular societies, 
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one must examine the follolling key processes of human existence: 
management of resources, organization of wod; and production and 
distribution of rights; and one must inquire into the nature of 
dominant societal values. 

Development and Control of Resources! A central feature of 
resource management in the United States is private o\!llership and 
control, by individuals and corporations, of most life-sustaining 
and life-enhancing, productive resources, including land, other 
natural resources, energy, human-created means of production, and 
human-generated knowledge, technology, and skills. Owners are 
relatlvely free from societal controls in the use of their resources. 
That use is directed, primarily, toward generating profits by 
producing goods and services for sale in markets, and investing 
parts of the profits in erder to expand one's share in the ell'nership 
and control of society's productive resources. Thus a major objective 
of Ol!llership is to use what one owns and controls in a continuous 
process of further accumulation and conct)ntration of property. 
Meeting needs of people is not a direct objective of ownership and 
production but only an indirect, hypr.>thetical consequence. Early 
economic theorists assumed that in "frec markets," open competition 
among many self-interci'ted, owner-producers would reliult in improve
ments of products and productivity, dl"cline of prices and of the rate 
of profit, satisfaction of people's needs rather than merely of 
"effective demand," and stability and equilibrium of markets. 

Actual developments in the United States did, however, not 
follow the theories of "classical" economists, nor the more refined 
theories of "neo-classical" economists. The d),l1umics of profit, 
acquisitiveness, accumulation, and concciltratlon :resulted in gradual 
elimination from major markets of many small ol!ller-producers who 
failed in competition and whose "t'\lsources were absorbed by the Idnners. 
Moreover, large segments of the population, including freed slaves, 
never owned sufficient amounts of productive resources, to participate 
on fair terms in market competition. At the present time, a sig
nificant majority of the population in the United States is property
less as far as control oVe>r productive resources is concerned, I~hile 
a minority owns and controls almost all the productive resources. 
The majority depends consequently on the minority for access to, cnd use 
of, productive resources necessary for their survival. Oligopolies 
have, by now, effectively replaced whatever "free enterprise" 
eXisted in the past, in most important industries, and the economy 
is dominated by giant, national and multi-nationJI corporations, 
the results of mergers arId conglcmerations, whose economic resources 
and corresponding political influe:lce enable them to control markets, 
horizontally and vertically. 
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Products of modern corporations are continuously being 
modified, yet their quality is not beirig improved si::nificantly, 
and wasteful obsolescence js often.built into them, forcing repairs 
and replacements, and assuring continuous profits. Prices and 
profits tend to increase, and needs for goods and ser'o,l'ices of large 
segments of the population remain unmet, wl).ile many workers arc 
unemployed and productive capacity remains pnder-utilized. These 
latter phenomena are compensated partly by lnassive, liasteful production 
for present and future, hot and cold wa);'s, I~hich are being fought 
to assure markets for economic expansion ilnd steady sources for 
relatively cheap raw materials and labor. Yet in spite of compen
satory tactics, the economy moves from crisis to crisis, rather 
than towards stability and equilibrmnl. 

A further aspect of resource management which also results 
from the primacy of the profit l!1otive,;is an all-pervasive, exploita
tive attitUde, reflected in Iddespread waste of human potential, " 
materials, and energy, and in frequently irreversible damage to the 
biosphere, as dir<.lct and indirect consequences of piltterns of 
production and consumption. 

5UIDl!1ing up the discussion of res6urce management, one is 
forced ~o conclude that \~hEm decidons concerning resources and 
concerning types, 'l'-,!!n1"itills, and quality of products, are shaped 
largely by p""OUt criteria; intrinsic human needs NiH not be met 
when meeting them 'is not profitable, and new, non-intrinsic needs 
will be stimulated by manipulative advertising when doing so is 
profitable. Also, While "effective demand" by wealthy popula.tion 
segments for luxury goods and services I~ill be satisfied, genuine 
needs of poor population segments fo~·essential goods and services 
"'ill remain unmet--nn important aspect of" st!'1lctural violence. 

OrganiZation of Worl, and Production: Til I)nderstand the 
destructive consequences of the prevailing organization of worl, and 
production in the United States on human development, creativity and 
self-actualization, one needs to relate the current context to the 
original functions and meariings of work. Work evolved as a rational 
response to human needs, motivated by an innate drive to ·satisfy 
these needs. It became a condition of human survival, self-reliance, 
independence, and freodom.· "IQork" used to mean all mental and 
physical activities through which humans produce life-sustaining and 
enhancing goods and services from thei):" environments, and it Involved 
the integrated use of intellectual and ·physical capacities ,to conceive 
and design solutions to existential problems, mid to tryout, 
implement, and evaluat-e these solutions in the fnaterial world. It 
also involved the study and use by worK!l'iS themselves of accumulated, 
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transferable hUlIU1n experience, lmowledge, and sldlls relevant to 
their crafts. Being rooted in intrinsic human needs and drives, 
and being a central aspect of human existence, work is affected 
by, and affects, human emotions- Nork has therefore, a significant 
psychological component and has ev01ved into a major constituent 
of human conscicfusness. Hence, it has implications for sel f-discovery, 
self-definition, sEllf-expression, and nelf-actualization of humans, 
and for their relations to one another. 

In a dynamic sense, work and production means to combine past 
and present human capacities with natural resources, in order to 
transform these resources into products needed by hUlIU1ns. To Nork 
requires, therefore, access to, and use of, natural and human
creat~d, concrete and abstract resources, including past discoveries, 
inventions, science, technology, tools, and other material products. 
To think of Nork apart from this fundamental requirement of using 
resources, l'esults, inevitably, in conceptual confusion. On this 
issue, an analysis of work in the United States intersects with the 
preceding analysis of resource control. That analysis revealed, 
that the majority of the population is, legally prevented from engaging 
in self~directed work to pursue tneir sUrvival and development as 
they do not have the right of access to, and use of, necessary 
productive resources, most of Hhich are oHned and controlled by a 
small minority. The propertyless majority of potential workers is 
thus dependent on securing employment from the minority, the olmers 
of most productive resources, anel on "selling" to the owners thoir 
physical and mental capacities. In exchange for selling their 
produr;~ive capacities in the "labor market," workers roceivo I~ages. 
equivalent in value to a more fraction of the goods and services 
they produce, I~hile the remainder is ltept by the Olm(!rS of productive 
resources as legitimate profits. 

The propertyless majority is not merely preVented from I~orking 
independently, but also lacks an effective right to employment. 
For the scope of available employment, as all other economic decisions, 
depends, pr~marily, on criteria of profit whlch is usually enhanced 
Nhen a reserve pool of unemployed workers compete for scarce jobs. 
A surplus of workers in the market makes it easier for olmers and 
managers to hold the line on wages and to assure discipline, sub
missiveness, and conformity in I~orkplaces, in spite of the dehumani
~ing and alienating quality of most existing jobs. 

The professional jargon of economists refers to workers as 
"factors of production employed by capital." There is no more revealing 
language to describe the antagonistic, exploitative, and alionating 
nature of the relationship between property owners and propertyless 
employees. The lat.ter are considered and treated as means to the ends 
of the former, not as dignified subjects in their own rights, as 
self-reliant masters of their destiny and proud masters of production. 

f 
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Work is now des~;:nedand sUbOivided in~o m~nute, repetitive operations, 
in a manner thaI. denies workers democratic'self-direction and the inte
grated use of tl.eir intelleCtual, emotional, 'anu physical capacities, 
and transforms them from craftsmen into servants of machines. ~~ether 
they work with tlwir hands vr theh heads, IQorkers must always carry 
out someone eln,,'s instructions, since responsj:l:iilities for designing 
and monitOriny ,?=oducts ,and 'work processes bave been separated from 
persons doing t.h" actual worR.· Hence, on the job, workers are not 
whale, fully .;.N~loped and developing hum~n beings. Only part of 
them is bough': end used, a spei:i£ic function. Employees are thus 
not only exp] ci',ed in an economic sonse by being deprived of a major 
share of' the:,:: :Jroducts; they are also o~pressed ~s~chologic~llY! 
because of t',~ dehumaniiing dynamics of the pl·evallJ.ng orgam.zatl.on 
of productio;'l I.fiich obStructs, Le., violates, the unfolding of ' 
their capacities in the work context. 

A fctther feature of the division of labor and organi~ation 
of producti~Jl in th;:, IJnited States is finely graded hierarchical structures 
which £ostm' .;"n·tl·~',;n">:>'1 for advancement among members and segments of 
the workfO::I;;/1l, \;h!.b:lt .solidarity among"workers, and consequently 
protect t\l~; lI'.>':a'ilHlIhod o~der and its pt,.;perty and power relations. 
ConsciQ\)?m\'l;<;~" sh1l.ped N).th:!.n these campetitiv<" hierarchical contexts 
causes r'l'()r;'ilil to s.triviiI, ~w~Hshly,for'upwaid mobility, and blinds 
them to ,;,.~ ::,.,tUf " ·Pl.' tho!;1il .:strivings in the aggregate. Human 
relation,; (!1,l;;')Xpti;;<o;1nC'l!> :t" :;ompetitive, hierarchical settings are 
deeply rr'.'ib':;~'ili.\l:, S~·.l:::tI ~1:'Jryone is perceived as everyone else's 
potel't':ial "·\''':!.''f'''i~1'r ,,-,;d \:j\J~' up lonely and isolated: for oneself 
and by oMselt. ll"'fish'cc:impetition for entering the workforce in 
or :'e1' to SUl";'i ve, and for' advancing wi thin it in ol'd"L' to improve 
one' 5 lot, has bec()<;:e also a major"source of prejudice and discrim-
ination on the basis of sex. age, race, athnicity'. religion, etc. 

It is impG~tllcht to realize· that the exploitative and alienating 
dynamics of work in the iJnited States affect'alld trap nearly everyone 
in and outside the ~orkf6rce, and not only economically deprived 
segments of the popu1.ation'~ Unemployed and marginally employed 
workers. and workers who lack significant skills suffer objective 
economic hardships and social and psychological alienation, while 
steadily employed workers, be they techniciilns. professionals, academics, 
or administrators. may be less affected by objective, material 
deprivation, yet their social' and psychological alienation is as 
real. if not more so, than that of the former group. 

In summary, this discussion of work and production in the 
United States reveals that when workers are prevented from using 
productive resources freely, on their own responsibility, and under 
their"own direction, and when lallor is 'sub-divided into hierarchies of 
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largely meaningless "jobs," work loses its original, rational, 
potentially enrichill.g and self-actualizing quality, and is trans-
formed into forced and dehumanizing labor which obstructs human 
development. It is no longer aimed directly at the satisfaction 
of biological, psychological, and social needs of workllrs, but at 
securing wages, i.e., purchasing power in markets whose goods and 
services are produced and sold to generate profits, rather than to 
satisfy intrinsic human needs. Rational, productive behavior, rooted 
in a logic of human survival, development, and enhancement of the 
quality of life for all, has been replaced by essentially irrational, 
pseudo-productive actiVities, rooted ln the internal logic of capitalist 
dYnamics, according to which the perceived interests and profits of a 
minol:ity are more important than the satisfaction of: human needs and 
the unfolding of the inherent human potential of the entire population. 

SocialiZation: Analysis of work and production needs to shed 
light also on the processes through which children are prepared for 
roles as citizens, workers, and "surplus people." Settings for these 
processes are schools and families. Schools, from nlttSery through 
graduate and professi,,'nal, are formal mechanisms, and families are 
informal training grounds, for the reproduction of work-force and an 
unemployed labor reserve. 

SchoolS carry out their function mainly by shaping the con
sciousness and mirid-sets of students within authoritarian, hierarchical 
structures which resemble, in many ways, the structures and dYnamics 
of workplaces. Schools foster competitive dynamics and inculcate 
values, beliefs, and behavioral tendencies appropriate for adjustment 
to the prevailing reality of' workplaces. Development of intellect, 
critiC,'!. thought, talents, imagination, creativity, and individuality 
are usually minor objectives of schooling, since only small segments 
of the ~orkforce are expected to use intellect and talents at work, 
and to [be self-directing, imaginative and creatiVe, while most workers 
are expected to be conforming organization-people, rather. than 
independent, fully developed individuals. 

SchOOls put emphasis on identifying the select few whom they 
channel into superior educational settings, e.g. elite ~olleges 
and universities. For the mUltitude of students, however, who are 
steered into average and below average educational tracks, schools 
serve essentially as holding patterns until as "graduates" or 
"drop~outs" they are ready to enter the various layers of mindless 
jobs of the existing work structura, the armed forces, or the pacified 
cadres of the unemployed. \~at schools do for most young people does 
not fit the euphemism "education." It is more appropriately described 
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as massive waste and destruction of human potential, or, in the 
terms usedheroJ disguised violence. This is certainly not the 
conscious intent of teachers and others laboring hard in schools; 
but it is, nevertheless, tho inevitable, aggregate outcome of 
scholJIing'in 'the Uni1;.ed States. as long as the established division 
of labor and the design of'Nork do not require fully developed, 
croative, and self-directing human beings, but mainly conforming 
and mindless "factors of production,. or 

It is often assumed, erroneously, that the selection process 
in schoolJ is determined by objective. scientific measurements of 
human capacities, and that most students are guided into adult roles 
fitting their inherent potentia-I. Yet, in 5'.,'l.te of supposedly fair 
tests and guidance, the aggr~ga~e results of the student selection 
process seem biased in favor of students frou. socially und economically 
privileged strata. These aggregate results of the educational and 
occupational selection process seem to be mediated in the United 
States through experiences in families and schools in socially and 
occupationally homogep.eous neighborhoods. Schools, in different 
neighborhoods vary in style, expectations, and aspirations, and 
although they may have similar formal curricula, the'ir subtle messages 
and their milieu will nev'lrtheles, var)' significantly, and will 
reflect the dominant social raality of people living in'theit' 
respective neighborhoods and cow~unities. This aspect of homelife 
and schooling assures that the w~rkforce is reproduced not only in 
its entirety, but that every layer is reproduced largely on its 
own social turf. 

Fami,lillS and schools interact and mutually reinforce theit' 
respective contributions to the process of social reproduction based 
on intergenerational continuity. As a result, children will end up 
within social, economic, and occupational ranges similar to those of 
their parents, although ~,"me individualS ',dll transcend'this general 
pattern and will thus reinforce the myths and illusions of democratic 
meritocracy, ,equal opportunity, .and free mobility; The genel'al'patt'ern 
however has little to do with,the actual distribution of innate 
capacities among children, nor does it reflect preferences of poor 
families and occupationally marginal workel's and their children. Rather 
this pattern reflects powerful and durable dynamics' which permeate 
societies stratified by wealth, occupation, and social prestage, 
dynamics ,q1lich subtly force families and schools to pIa)' 'un,dtting 
roles in reproducing a hierarchi~ally structured workforce out of 
~n~respondingly structured SOCial strata. 
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Distribution of Rights: The roots of rights are human needs, 
the more int<;>nse of which, such as needs for food and human relations, 
are natural in origin. However, which and whose needs will be 
satisfied out of a society's aggregate wealth, on what terms, when, 
and to what extent, depends al\~ays on societal choices. In short, 
rights arc explicit or implicit societal sanctic!TIs, for satisf~.ction 
of specific human needs of certain individuals and groups, out of 
society's concrete and symbolic rcsou~ces. 

In the United States, biological, psychological, social, 
economic, civil and political rights tend to be linked directly or 
indirectly t~ the prevailing distribution of control over productive 
resources, and the organi.zation of work and production. The overall 
result of these links among resources, work, and rights is that the 
majority of the population who do not own productive resources and 
who depend on employment provided by owners, tend to be relatively 
disadvantagtod in the distribution of every kind of right. 

Rights to material goods and services are distributed in the 
United States mainly through market mechanisms, which means that 
those who can .afford the price have an effective ri~ht to purchase 
the goods and services they desire. Purchasing power, a function of 
wealth, e~rned and unearned income, and credit, is, therefore, a 
rough index of rights a:'ailable to individuals and groups. This 
index is certainly valid for such items as food, housing, clothing, 
health care, transportation, education beyond publically provided 
schooling, recreation, etc., all of which arc usually available 
f~r purchase, rather than as entitlements provided as public s~rvices. 
Only the m.ost deprived segment& of the population \~hose purchasing 
power falls below a defined level, are entitled to receive limited, 
and ofteh inferior shares of these items from public welfare agencies. 

Iqeal th, a maj or source of purchasing power, lind hence of rights, 
tends to be highly concentrated. To illustrate, in the United States, 
in 1972, one percent of the population owned 56.5 percent of all 
corporate stock, and six percent owned 72.7 percen~.* For the 
majority of the population, those without significant shares of 
wealth, money-income is consequently, the main, and frequently the 
only, source of purchasing pOl<'er. Credit, another important factor 
of purchasing power, tends to be related to wealth and income, and 
need not b~ examined separately here. 

* The New York Times, July 30, 1976. 
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Perhaps the most perva:;~ve, tal:en 1l';01' granted, .yet least 
acknowledge aspect, of "m(lldnll (1 living" in,;:I:he United .States by 
generating income and accUlllulating m~alth is the selfi,sA, competitive, 
manipulative-~ragmatic, and thoroughly dch}lr.lll,llizing quality of ~:1ese 
activities. ·T? bo sure, there are codes ojJ,civility and fairnoss 
I'lhieh supposedly' govern these :processes, CQAAS which aTe 1l1eant t:l 
soften and counter-balance the' \lnderlying dynamics of a jungle 
mentality. Yet these codes tend to be enforced primarily towa,d 
less powerful pla.yers in the competitive game of ''making a Hvbg, " 
while the mOre powerful actors possess, and often use, the merns 
(money and lawyers), to get around the codes. For what mattels in 
the end is the "bottomline," and (lrguments for decency, moraHt}', 
and constraints tend to be considered utopian, unrealistic, i~plactical, 
old~fashioned, non-assertive, chicken-hearted, lII1manly, etc, 

; t·:' 
For most people income means I~ages or salaries, specific '," .'. ':: 

rewaX'ds for holding specific jobs. DiffeX'ent jobs commalld different 'J.' 

levels of rewaX'ds, dif£erenc:es which are often assumed to reflect "'J • 

diffcX'ent levels of speCialization, pX'eparation, effoX't, risks, 
difficulties, etc., ~ut which upon analysiS appear to be X'elated 
largely.to SPCi31,poljler and the internal logic and dynamics of 
comptltinon •. 'w,Qst people prefer betteX' paying jobs and the wideX' 
scope of'ex£ective X'ights attached to such jobs. People will, 
thoX'ofoX'e, c(lf1lpete ruthlessly, for scaX'cejobs, and for pX'omotions 
to evon scaX'ceX', better paying jobs. As competition for jobs becomes 
f.l way of lit'e, those involved in it, come to X'elate to one another 
antagonistically, as objects to be used foX' selfish ends and oVeX'come 
in competition. Such relations among people aX'e the general model 
for success in the '.'rational" drive for "better" jobs, largeX' incomes, 
and a broader scope of effective X'ights but tIley aX'e, also the general 
model for all violence. One can thus n9t avoid two related conclusions, 
(1) that ,,('.tent, and often not so latent, inter~personal violence i~ an 
essential, though not sufficient, requil'ement for success in the 
competition for incomes and X'ights, and '(7) that legitimate rights 
in competitively organized societies tend to be X'ooted in· latent 
or manifest violence. 

,. 
The io.r,~oing conclusions aX'e X'eil\'forced when one eX<JIlines the 

histoxy ox wealth accumulation, the most potent source of rights. 
In the United States, the X'oots of this accumulation are complex 
processes of laX'ge~scale appropriations and expX'opriations of land 
and otheX' resouX'~s. Without systematic, forceful expropriations 
which. began in colonial times, a small minorit),-):oul4 never have 
achieved the present levels of accumulation and conqentr"tion of 
wealth. This was not a voluntary process, as far as it~',c4ctims ,aX'e 
concexned, but was accompanied by oveX't and covert foX'ce'und violenc~, 
until its results weX'e eventually X'utionalized, sanctified, and 
legitimated ex-post-facto. Once legitimated, aCCUDlulation through 
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expropriation changed from a lawless, violent process intc l:mful, 
violent ccinditiol).~ or structures, To maintain the status-quo, 
continue the procl:iss of accwnulation, and provide it Idth an 
appearance of legitimacy, t\qO COll:plementary processes I>/ero gl'adually 
perfected: (1) a system of socialization-indoctrination, to shape 
people's consciousness and aSSU1'e "voluntary" adjustment to the 
structural violence of the established order, and (2) a constant 
presence'of latent, potential force and violence, often referred 
to euphemistically, as a system of la\'I-enforcement and criminal 
justice, to enforce compliance when socialization proves inadequate, 

Violence was not 'only essential to initiate, defend, and 
maintain the process of accumulation of wealth, As indicatee! in the 
analysis of work and production, structural violence is also an 
essential aspect of preparing and controlling a worl;fol'ce and a 
labor rnserve pool which together assure the continuation of the 
accumulation process, Once more, it is inconceivable for humans to 
lene! themselves voluntarily to the prevailing, dehumanizing and 
exploitative work processes, I'lhich are the norm in the Unitee! States, 
This paradox is explained by the fact that submission to the prevailing 
context of work is the lesser of two eVils, The only avail'able alter
native for most people is unemployment, lack of income ane! purchasing 
pOller, ane! a severe reduction of the scope of rights. What is 
celebrated as "free" labor is thus in reality a sophisticated 
variation on slavery, assured by the lack of viable alternatives. 
One is led to the same conclusion as before: the ungoing process 
of accumulating wealth through the "voluntary" Nork of forced labor 
depends on the presence of structural violence and potentially overt 
violence; were this violence removed, people would not voluntarily 
participate in the process of wealth accumUlation for a minority, but 
would take control of their own lives and of society's resources, and 
would redesign production in accordance with their real human needs. 

Having concluded that in the United States, the drive for 
effective rights through income from jobs and through accumulation 
of wealth involves a dehumanizing mentality and overt and covert 
violence, it is now necessary to note some results of this drive. 
The lop-sidedness of wealth distribution requires no further 
discussion, but some comments concerning the distribution of income 
are indicated. 

Whatever yardsticks one choses to describe the distribution 
of income, several facts stand out clearly. Incomes of large segments 
of the population fall belDl'! government defined levels of poverty 
and adequacy, which means levels precluding the purchase of adequate 
food, housing, and clothing, health care~nd education, transportation 
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and recreGt~on, etc. In 1975, ~6 million people, about one in eight 
persons or over 12 percent of the United States population; were 
classified ·by the government as "poor." Their incomes \1ere about 
one-third of.the Low Budget defined by the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. During the same year, about thirty percent of the 
population lived ill households with incomeS below the Low Urban Family 
Budget of $9,588. In many of these families, one or more persons 
were employed full time, yet in spite of this, incomes did nnt 
exceed poverty or marginal levels. President Roosevelt notec in 
1932 that "one-third of the nation were ill-fed, ill-clad, an.i ill
housed," ~Ihich, based on the foregoing sketch seems to be an tlllgoing 
conditiol].in tli~ United States in spite, or perhaps due to, a 
plethora qf welfare-state pronrams. 

IncoU\~~i~v~ls, purchasing power, and scope of rights.we:,~ 
probably.worstfor·the unemployed and their families, about eight 
million or 7.5 percent of the ~Iorkforce throughout 1976 and 1977 
by official count, and for additional millions who are no longer 
counted in the workforce, and who must exist on meager support. f;~om 
welfare agencies. To round out this sketch of income insufficiency 
as .a·measure of rights deprivation, one needs to note that the figures 
quoted here, refer to the tetal U.S. population. \I'hen one examiMs 
the situation of certain mi'lority groups, the incidence of income 
insufficiency.and of deprivation of rights is significantly higher. 

It ,seems hardly nr.c:essary to note that individuals of all ages, 
Nhose rights to·material necessities are as limited as reflected 
in this sketch, are likeJ.y to oxperience obstructions of varying 
intensity to the free unfolding of their innate human potential: 
they are constantly confronting structural violence which undermines 
their bodies, minds, anJ souls. 

Economic and blological rights, i.e., rights td mate~ial goods 
and services are fundrun,~ntal in terms of human survival and develop
ment. Yet social, psychological, civil and political rights 'are not' 
less important in eXi!,tential-hUlnanistic terms. These right's, tho._6h 
less concrete and mora symbOlic, are nevertheless as real as economic 
rights, and being deprived of them is likely to have equally . 
destructive conseque~,ces for the unfolding of human potential. .. 

Social recognition, human dignity, and social presti.ge tend _ 
to accrue in the United States to individuals' and groups who-vossess 
material wealth, Imd to those who receive relatively large incomt)s 
related to knowledge and skills, such as professionals, acad~micians, 
administrators, some skilled craftspeople, political leaders, 
athletes, artists, etc. The multitude of propertyless, low-skilled 
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and unskilled, worl(ers and unemployed on the other hand, receive 
relatively little or no recognition, dignitr, prestige, and income. 
Social relations, intercourse, and partici!lation tend to be s1:ratified 
by wealth and prestige. Those who are wealthy and prestigious 
associate with one another and avoid social intercourse with those 
who are materially and socially less advantaged or deprived. Less 
advantaged groups tend to follO\~ the same patterns of social relations, 
participation, and segregation, stratlilll by stratum. These tendencies 
are reflected in resident~JI patterns, social clubs, schools, and 
even relit£ious congregations, all of \~hich tend to be segregated by 
economic and social criteria. Racial segregation is merely one 
aspect of social and economic segregation, yet frequently, the only 
form of segregation addressed by public policy. The result of these 
dynamics of social relations, participation, and segregation is a 
deeply divided SOCiety, not just by skin-color, as noted by a 
Presidential Commission 011 Civil Disorders in 1967, but along multiple, 
social and economic lines. 

The pursuit of individual identity, self-expression, and 
self-actualization is less tied to wealth and income than other social 
and psychological rights, although a minimum level of economic security 
seems essential before individuals develop a sense of individuality, 
and self-worth, and are motivated to search for self-expression and 
self-actualization. Yet the issue of individuality, self-expression, 
and self-actualization defies simple, material solutions. ~n·the 
United States, it seems, that wealthy and privileged individuals do 
not attain .. satisfaetion of these innate human needs to a significantly 
larger extent than poor persons and persons with adequate incomes. 
One is therefore, forced to conclude that the right to become an 
individual in the fUllest sense, to explore, unfold, and express 
one's innate potential, and actualize oneself, has been sacrificed to 
materialistic ends, and is nt'w effectively lost for nearly everyone. 
The inherently viohmt dynamics of competition, acquisition, domination. 
exploitation, and dehumanization seem to preclude the pursuit of 
individuality and self-actualization ft'r everyone trapped in these 
dynamics, be they agents or Victims of violence. 

Civil rights, individual liberties, and due process arc in 
theory distributed equally in the United States, yet in reality it 
is more difficult for econcmically and socially disadvantag("d 
individuals and groups to kno\~, claim, and exercise these rights 
than it is for more privileged ones. ~Ioreover. prevailing competitive 
dynamics among multiply divided, antagonistic groups tend to result 
in biased attitudes and discriminatory practices which interfere 
with the exercise of civil rights of economically and socially deprived, 
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and discdmiJ1.tted against grou[ls. Actual practices concerning CiVil 
rights in the lJnited States r,eVeal that. .. these 1'ights are not 
separable frop, the ec;onomic and socia,l.,}lonttlxt as is often' ass\lIII'3d 
erroneously. and th,at true equality of:-iib:erty depend3 on equality 
of economi.p, !:o,c4l and, political rights •. ': As for political rights, 
such as ~cc~ss to information relevant to';one's' existence, parti
cipation in decisions affecting one's' H£e';"'I'J1!1. sharing responsibilities 
fOr public' afhirs, these too tend to be distributed in theUr.i :ed 
States .. i!}l'!fs)o'l.i~ation with economic power and social rights, 
Similar1y·tQ·;b~vj,:l.,rights. political rights are in theory tiistdnuted 
equally in.~ df~ocracy, yet· the same forces and processes which 
interfere with the exercise of equal civil rights, result also i" 
a skewed distribltion of political rights and power. 

Values; The dominant values in the United States, which 
shape, and are reinforced by, policies and ~ractices concerning 
resources,worx, productio;t, and rights, seem rooted in an early, 
unsophisticat33 view .of hunan existence, ,according to which individuals 
ought to tllkfl care of theh own needs .and the needs of their kin. . 
This, not u~:wasonab.te·,. cor.cept of .social reality lee'. logically to 
attitudes, rractices, and value:; .. of self.c.enteredne!ls and acquisitive
ness Which !iC!~med conducive to meeting the. necus and ends of the self 
in sparcely popUlated envil'onments·. ,It aLso lei to an attitude of " 
suspicion 'tow;lrd others, e~ipeciallystrangers, who crure to be regarded' 
as potendal threats to thu self's security, as adversaries against 
whom ono had to compete in the const.ant dr.iv.e for :.ife-sustaining 
and life-enhancing re~ourct's, and: Mainst whom 0111' had to defend 
one's acquisitions.and pos5e5si9n5. ·Implicit in these emerging 
attitudes and practices was a perception of the lives of others as 
less impo):'tant or of lesser WO.rth than one's ol'ln 'l~.fe and the lives 
of one's I:ln. This perc;eption became the source of socially st~l'uctured 
inequalitlos among people, ane. oLthe notion that others could and 
should bo used as means for the ends of the self, rather than treated 
as equals, and that they can :md ought to be dominated to assure 
their availability to serve the ends of the self. " 

OVer many centuries and millenia, these simple, intetnally 
logical notions, and practices. and experiences derivell from them, as 
well as reinforcing them, ·:esultec!. :,in .the .currently ;do,.inant value 
paradigm of selfishness, !.nequality, domination, compet~ tion, and 
acquisitiveness. No,doubt, one c~n discern in the Unit~d States also 
a paradigtnof.:altel;1lativo values, namely, equality, liberty, regard 
for the needs oj;, others. cooperation, )md sharing. HoweVer, tllis 
altern~tiveprradifl1!l,w:tich derives. frortt.more 50phisticat.:d. initial, ' 
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existential assumptions, plays, for the time being; a minor role 
only in shaping pOlicies, institutions, attitudes, behaviors, 
and human relations. Given the dominance of the former paradigm, 
people tend to be concerned primarily with their own needs and 
development. The inevitable, paradoxical result is a progressive 
deterioration of everyone's scope for needs"satisfaction, develop
ment, and self-actualization, an unintended consequence of competitive 
struggles for survival and success of all against all, and of 
uncritical conformity to the internal logic of the dominant paradigm. 
Thus in a tragic twist of fate, the individualistic pursuit of well
being,seems to have turned into a certain course toward collective 
insanity and suicide. 

A Paradigmatic Revolution Toward a Non~Violent Society 

The foregoing examination of institutional patterns-and 
values in the United States reveals that structural violence and its 
multi-faceted consequences are no\~ ineVitable, normal byproducts of 
the established l~ay of life. Earlier I noted compelling links between 
structural violence and household violence, imd I argued that the 
latter camlot be eliminated unless the former is overcome. This 
proposition leads to the crucial question whether, and how, 
structural violence can be overcome--the issue of "primary prevention." 

Reason seems to suggest, and a critical study of history 
reveals, that human existence can be, and has often been, organized 
in a manner conducive to the unfOlding of everyone's innate potential, 
which means free from s1)ructural violence. Non-violent, cooperative 
and egalitarian socie,ties of varying sizas have existed througJl6ut 
humankind's history as constant counterpoints to the major themes 
of force, Violence, domination, and exploitation, and have demorlstrated 
their feasibility and viability in various parts of the globe, among 
diverse peoples, and at different stages of cultural, scientific, 
and technological development. 

Humans in suC;h societies think of themselves as integrated 
into nature rather than apart from it and masters over it. They 
have an abiding respect for life, including human life, and they 
hold l~aste and destruction of life and of natural resources to a 
mlnlmum. They consider one another of equal intrinsic worth in spite 
of individual differences. Hence they regard everyone's biological, 
social, and psychological needs of equal importance, and they treat 
everyone as entitled to equal rights and liberties in evury sphere of 
life, and also subject to equal responsibilities and constraints. 

27-090 0 - 78 - 8 
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the latter n.)cessitated by scarcities of resources and by equal 
entitlements for all. 'fhey ii~lue individuality, self-reliance and 
self-direction, as well as cooperation and J!lutual aid in collective 
pJl,rsui ts of survival and improvements inthfi:' quali ty of life. 
Thoy perceive no inevitable conflicts of genuine, human interest 
among indiViduals, and petween individuals; and collectivities, as 
theirs is not a zero-sum mentality of 's'cafcity, but a plus-sum 
mentality of sufficiency created by 'cooperation and sharing. They 
reject selfishness, competition, dominatidn, and exploitation in 
mutual relations. Their humanistic, egalitarian, democratic 
philosophy of life and society seems rooted in an idea of Protagoras, 
an early Greek philosopher, (480-410 B.C.): "Humans are the measure 
of !lll things." 

To overcome structural violence in the United States ru1d in 
similarly organized societies, prevailing policies concerning 
resources, work, production, and rights, need to be adjusted to the 
foregoing humanistic, egalitarian, libertarian, democratic, coopera- ,r' 

tive, and collective values. For these values, but not their opposites, 
seem to be compatible with the unfOlding of everyone's inherent' ' 
potential, and institutions shaped by these values are, therefore, 
likely to be conducive to free and full individual development. I 
am sketching below some con~rete implications Nhich follow from 
this pre>position, to indicate the direction in which we need 
to move should we chose to overcome structural violence, rather 
than force people to adjust to it. 

1. Productive resources, be they concrete such as land, 
raw-materials, energy, and tools, or non-concrete such as knowledge 
and skills, should be liberated from prevailing, private controls and 
made accessible for use by all people. That use should be geared. 
rationally, toward meeting the needs of all ,humans, everywhere, 
those living now, and those yet to be born,with,everyone's lifelong 
needs constituting a fl.exiblyequal claim against the aggregate 
of resources. Criteria will have to be developed for priorities 
related to needs of different ,urgency, and for balancing current and 
future needs against requirements of conservation. ObviouslY also, 
waste, destruction and irrational uses of resources will have to be 
eliminated. Allocation decisions are difficult in any social context, 
but in a humanistic-egalitarian society tl1ese decisiOns can be made 
within a rational frame of reference. undistorted by narrow, selfish 
interests of powerful minority groups. 

It is important to stress that. contrary to widespread assumptions, 
control over resources and their allocation must not be centralized 
and bureaucratized, to assure equal access.and equal rights to 
needs-satisfaction. On the contrary, centralization 'and bureaucrati
zation may themselves be serious obstacles .0 equal access aild to 
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equal rights to needs-satisfaction, since they involve hierarchically 
organized structures which tend to obstruct free and full development 
of individuals. The principle of free access to, and egalitarian 
use of, resources shoul~ therefore, be implemented in a decentralized 
manner, involving democratic coordination and cooperation among self
directing, equally entitled, relatively small communities of 
producers and consumers. This means that each community should 
cooperatively use and control local resources, and should exchange 
its surplus with .neighboring and distant communities on egalitarian, 
non-exploitative terms, so that the needs of people living in 
differently endowed localities can be met. 

2. \Qork and production will have to be redesigned thoroughly 
to overcome the dehumanizing quality and consequences of the prevailing 
modes of production and subdivision of labor which are shaped primarily 
by profit considerations rather than by humanistic and egalitarian 
objectives. This moans that work and production should once more 
become rational undertakings geared toward everyone's needs-satisfaction 
through the processes and products of work. Workers themselves should 
design, direct, and execute their work and should be thoroughly know
ledgeable concerning all aspects of their work, so that they can 
become proud masters of their crafts, rather than merely "factors 
of production." Their work should not be a means toward the ends of 
others, but a means to sustain their own existence and enhance the 
quality of their lives. Given such a redesigned context of production, 
workers will spontaneously develop a genuine Nork-ethic and work 
motivation, in place of the prevailing forced work-ethic which is 
motivated largely by fears of unemployment and starvation. 

Unnecessary, unproductive, and wasteful I~ork such as advertising, 
banking, insurance, r<lal estate dellIs, military Gl1terprises, etc., 
should be eliminatGd gradually, so that only work necessary for human 
Irell-being and enjoyment of life will be carried out, and individuals 
engaging in such necessary, productive work, will be regarded with 
respect for their contributions to the common good. People shoUld 
be able to choose fr~ely the kind of I<lork they want to engage in. 
This would reqUire that essential work not chosen voluntarily by 
enough peoplG because or lmdesirable, intrinsic qualities should be 
carried out by everyone on a rotating basis. Similarly, I<lork preferred 
by too many people should also be shared by rotation anlongall 
individuals selectine it. Life-long learning will be required and 
enjoyed by all to keep up lvith developments in one's work, and to 
attain satisfactory mastery. 

People will tend to cooperate at work when they lvill no longer ba· 
forced to compete for jobs and promotions, and when everyone will have 
effective rights and responsibilities to .participate in production as 
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designer, decision maker, and' executor. Coordination among \~orkers 
and work ",roups should be achieved horizontally and cooperatively, 
rather th:m through vertical direction and 'supervision. Talents 
and competence of individuals should be acknowledged, and gUidance 
from competent individuals should be sought and accepted. He-wever, 
talents and competence should not become a basis for privilege, nor 
should knowledge and skills be monopolized. Rather, they should , 
circulate freelY, so that everyone could acquire them. Science and 
technology should be pursued vigorously, and disseminated widely 
among the population, so that workers should be able to apply scientific 
insights towards improvements of products: ,and production processes. 

EdUcation and preparation for adulthood and \'lOrk, in schools 
and at home, will be geared to everyone's full development, when a 
transformed mode of production \dll require' and make use of the 
integrated intellectual, physical, ~nd emotional capacities of every -
individual. Also, socialization at home and in the schools, will no! 
longer need to be authoritarian competitive, and punitive, when the ' 
context of work will be democratic, cooperative, and rewarding. Finally, 
schools \dll no longer be used as holding patterns for young people! 
they will not be needed to disguise t!1b; real scope of unemployment. 

3. Economic, social, psychological, civil, find political 
rights should be distributed equally as universal entitlements, rather 
than through markets,where lo.rger incomes, wealth, and"economic 
powor command larger shares of all kinds of rights. The distribution 
of ~:~hts should thus be separated from the specific roles of people 
in the social diVision of labor, and should be based instead on 
people's individual needs. .. ' 

;, 

It should be noted though, that, contrary to 'widespread mis
conceptions,' equality of rights does not mean mathematical equality, 
sameness, conformity, dnd uniformity. Rather. it m<>ans an equal right 
to develop and actualize oneself, and hence, to be unique and difforent. 
An egalitarian distribution of goods and services and other rights 
should, therefore, involve flexibility in order to allow for differ~nces 
of innate and emerging needs among individuals. 

Equality of political rights should be implemel)ted through open 
access to all relevant information, which requires, by implication, 
elimination of all secrecy concerning public affairs, and through 
participation in all deciSions affecting one's life--direct participation 
in open meetings' of one~s I;OIlLlJIunity, and indirect participation on trans
local levels through a network of assemblies, representingru;lluinely 
democratic communities, rather than anonymouslindividual~ ervice on 
representative and administrative bodies should be rotate-a "nd shoultl 
not entitle those imgaged :In it to privilEiged circitmstanJ;:'cs of living. 
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They shoull! act as servants of th~ir communities, executors of 
democratically evolved decisions, and not masters over people. It 
may be assumed that, given access to all relevant information and 
effective rights to participate in economic and political life, 
most people wIll develop capacities and skills to represent their 
communities in trans-local political assemblies, and to bring to 
the \~ork on coordinating levels a perspective that integrates local 
and trans-local interests. 

These comments OIl alternative values and pOlicies concerning 
resources, \~o"('k, production. and rights are not a detailed blueprint 
for humanistic, egalitari.an, libertarian, democratic, non-violent 
societies, but merely a demonstration that such societies are not 
beyond the realm of :reason and human possibilities, and that they are 
not "unrealistic" and "utopian" as is often claimed. I also wish to 
note that there is no single correct model for such societies, and 
that different human groups would have to develop their own models. 
fitting thei1: individualities, by working together guided by the;> 
paradigm of alternative values. 

No one can claim Nith certainty that paradigmatic shifts in 
values and institUtions are not possible, since human nature and 
natural conditions of human habitats do not preclude such paradigmatic 
shifts. TIlere is also nothing inhe;>rently inevitable about presently 
dominant values and institutions. nor is there anything unnatural 
about the radical alternatives sketched here. One is therefore led 
to suspect that claims concerning the impossibility of paradigmatic 
shifts to\~ard humanistic, egalitarian, libertal'ian, democratic, and 
non-violent societies, reflect either ignorance;> or vested interests 
in the maintenanCe of the prevailing paradigm. Labelline alter~ 
native paradigms "unrealistic" and "utopian" seems to be a defensive 
maneuver on behalf of the dominant paradigm, as it tends to discourage 
people from exploring alternatives systematically before forming an 
opinion about their feasibility and viability. After all, who \~ould 
want to waste scarce time on unrealistic and utopian projects? 

If indeed, humanistic, egalitarian, libertarian, democratic, 
non-violent societies are not beyond the range of human possibilities, 
as I have argued herb. then people who value the free unfoldinrr of 
human potential, and \~ht. l~ant to eliminate violence from our lives, 
ought to participate actively in political and philosophical movements 
which struggle for the emergence of such societies. in order to over~ 
come structural Violence at its roots, and to eliminate thus its "normal" 
consequences and symptoms, including the destructive phenomenon of 
household violence. In short, primary prevention of violence requires 
a pOlitical-philosophical process, rather than merely professional, 
technical, and administrative measure;>s. 
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3. Major Problems in Research on Violence' 

1,Iy familiarity with' government sponsored research on violence 
is limited. Hence the following observations are tentative. They are 
based on published research· .reports and 'conversations with researchers 
and government officials. 

Conceptions of violence· and hypotheses concerning its dynamics 
from which current research ques~ions are derived tend·to be symptom- . 
oriented rather than source-oriented, 'descriptive rather than'analytic, 
and fragmentary rathertbancomprehensive or holistic. This means that 
various types, of viol enCe are studied in iSOlation as if they were 
discrete phel1omena, unrelated to one another and to the societal context 
in which all types are rooted. A recent illustration of this tendency 
is separate research efforts and'service'programs focused on violence 
against : .. n.Udren and spouses. ' : 

Scn.plars. philosophers. and historians of science have known 
for a long time that.one's answers can be no better than one's questions, 
and that ,the . range of possible ~findings and' answers resulting from . 
scientific endeavors is usually determined bY' the· manner in which 
research topics arc defined, hypotheses are" stated, and questions are 
formulated. Hence the value of current research on violence. and 
the probabi,lity of deriving. from :Ut.'significant findings artd effective 
recommendations for overcoming violence, depends on the validity of 
the conceptions and hypotheses underlying 'that research. Ifmy 
impressions are correct, and if indeed the conceptions, hypotheses, 
and foci of current research on violence are mainly symptom-eriented, 
descriptiVe, and fragmentary, then the yield to be expected from that 
research is i~significant and probably not worth the efforts and 
resources invested in it. 

The symptom-oriented and fragmentary approach is not unique to 
research on violence. We tend to approach most social problems as if 
they were separate entities to b~ studieuand dealt with in separate 
settings, and we create separate research and service bureaucracies 
for each problem. Th~ .futility and frustrating,results of,this approach 
to pr<;lblems, rooted in the fabric o.f society are well known: the problems 
tend to persist while the buveaucracies which study and treat· them . 
keep grow~ng. " " ·r'. 

,r: .. 
Anoth~ shortcoming of.roany-research projects on violence is 

the tendency to disregard its lIlulti ... dimensional 'dynamics and to design 
investigat~pns around single, dimensions :such as, psychological, bio
logical~&enet~c, etc. Such ~esigris lead'inevitably to misleading 
findings which reflect the academic discipline of investigators rather 
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than the nature of phenomena under study. This design proOlem too 
is not unique to research on violence. Uni-dimensionality is 
intrinsi(. to the prevailing departmental organization of universities, 
to the division of labor of the "knowledge industry," and to the 
resulting vested interests and myopic perspectives of competing 
segments within that industry. The most frequently explored dimensions 
in studies of violence and of social problems in general in the United 
States are attributes of individuals. This tendency has system
maintaining consequences as it reinforces the prevailing notion that 
social problems including violence result from attributes of individuals 
rather than from societal forces and reactions of individuals to 
these .i?orces--a clear instance of blaming victims and absolving 
society. 

One more shortcoming related to the foregoing tendencies and 
to the basic conceptions and hypotheses of researchers, is treating 
the prevailing societal context as a "constant," rather than as a 
cluster of "variables" when designing demonstration projects aimed 
at,~educing and preventing the incidence of violence. Demonstration 
pr.ojects involVe the design of experimental settings in which selected 
variables are modified systematically in order to achieve desired 
outcomes. The success of demonstration research depends, obviously, 
on the validity of the chosen experimental variables in terms of 
hypothesized outcomes. Current demonstration projects aimed at 
preventing violence tend to use individual rather than societal 
factors as experimental variables. Based on the conception of 
violence I have presented here, I suggest that such projects 
are unlikely to reduce violence significantly, unless societal 
factors are used as experimental variables, and are modified in 
accordance \~ith hypothesized requirements of optimum human development. 

4. Suggestions to Ameliorate Deficiences in Research on Violence 

Based on the foregoing critique I would suggest that research 
and dClmonstration projects should be derived from cIeaI'ly articulated 
cOI),ceptions and hypotheses concerning the sources and dynamics of 
vio~,ence, and should explore processes of interaction between structural 
and ~ersonal violence, rather than fragments isolated from that 
context. This requires that research should be multi-disciplinary 
in order to transcend the single dimensions of separate academic 
disciplines, none of which c~ adequately interpret and deal with the 
multi-dimensional reality of violence. Finally, researchers should 
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overcome the tendency to viC\~ the prevailing social order as constant 
and should experimentally modify societal variables in directions 
expected to eliminate structural violence a.1d to enhance conditions 
for the froe and full unfolding of everyone's inherent potential. 
Such experiments, I submit, are likely to reveal effective approaches 
to primary prevention of personal violence and other destructive 
reactions t~ structural violence such as cri~e, addictions, alienation, 
suiCide, mental and physical ill-health, etc. 

Mr. Chai:rman, Members of the Subcommittee, thank you again 
for the opportunity to present to you my views on societal and 
domestic violence, and on research aimed at overcoming violence. 
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